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Reissued to accompany Stephen Greenblatt's The Swerve: the epic poem that changed the

course of human thought forever.This great poem stands with Virgil's Aeneid as one of the vital

and enduring achievements of Latin literature. Lost for more than a thousand years, its return

to circulation in 1417 reintroduced dangerous ideas about the nature and meaning of existence

and helped shape the modern world.
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Hubstermeister, “just read it and understand that people have had great thoughts and

understanding since well before any of us .... I'm not going to write a book review here, just

read it and understand that people have had great thoughts and understanding since well

before any of us were born; thousands of years before for that matter. I identify with what he

wrote and so am probably quite biased at the philosophy here as it is like looking in a mirror;

just weird that I never got around to reading this book before.  Tough poem, wish I knew Latin...”

Gary L. Rosenbaum, “Epicurus, a philosopher ahead of his time.. A fascinating book about the

views of a philosopher who was ahead of his time and was unjustly criticized by the religious

mainstream, first the Romans and later the Christians. Now his name is abused by using it to

describe fancy foods.”

Sir Robert, “Good Edition. Wonderful rendering of a true classic treasure. My complaint: the

type, or font, is too damn small making it difficult to read and appreciate.”

Jkaye01, “Love it!. Loving this book. It was recommended by my daughter’s doctor. I’m not sure

why, except he just knew I would enjoy it.”

ARTURO GALEANO, “NEW THOUGHT. It has always facinated me how we as humams come

to a point in our lives, if we are lucky, where it occurs to us NEW thoughts, new realizations,

brand new ways to see and experience our lifes. How is it that we think the way we think and

not another way? Why does it occur to others, the great thinkers, that they can change the way

they think and completely change the life experience?This is one of this original thinkers book.

Can you change your life experience? Sure, you can!Good luck!!!!”

Michael J Price, “Amazing. To think that this man questioned and found many answers to life,

humanity and the universe many decades before Christ.The answers may not satisfy a 21st

century scientist but the tools of observation were primitive in those days.Fun to read!”

Boyce Rensberger, “The book that launched the Renaissance. Sort of.. Good companion to

reading Swerve by Stephen Greenblatt.”



audgen, “Four Stars. Excellent translation.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “product was fine. To read it”

The book by Gerry Gavin has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 47 people have provided feedback.
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